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Abstract

Web sites providing different web services and applications with resources which millions of users need to access. This might lead to unethical use and wastage of resources. To avoid this Captcha security test which is an image verification test, is being used. Image Verification security method ensures the HIP where human user can easily recognize the same from distorted text. Captcha should not be only difficult to solve by computer programs, it should also be user friendly.
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Introduction

In this work we analysed previous works on Captcha and found that so far many types of text based Captchas have been proposed and developed. All of them tried to make the test easier for human user and difficult enough for computer programs and bots. In their efforts to make a hard Captcha many schemes used background confusion, blurring and tilting of texts which may lead to hard enough for human user to pass the test. More background confusion and tilting and twisting of test may cause recognition problem for human user also.

In this article a robust Captcha was proposed. The proposed scheme is designed in asp.net under visual studio platform with C# which is easy to implement. The solving process was kept simple so that human user can solve the test easily; they need to provide input according to associated query not entire Captcha character set. Users require little time to provide input with accuracy. Principle design features were considered to provide better security and construct a generic text based Captcha. To avoid several attacks like dictionary attack, segmentation attack and brute force attack (random guess attack) we have varied some considerable features and used different queries with randomness [3].
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Existing Text based Captcha scheme

In this existing robust Captcha scheme algorithm random alphanumeric code of fixed length (size 6) is generated. This alphanumeric code is then converted into image with some noise. After this a random query is related to this code image in same session and user is asked to answer this query. Validation is done with user input and session value to allow user to proceed.

Proposed Scheme and Methodology

In this chapter, we propose a robust CAPTCHA technique which includes two stages: First is Captcha generation in which a random series of characters was generated. Generated series of characters are combination of alphabets (upper or lower case) and numbers which may avoid the dictionary attack. In second stage a random query is associated with generated query. After that user is asked to pass the test, in which according to associated query user requires submitting few characters rather than typing entire Captcha. It saves time for user and associated query makes it hard to solve for program bots.
Problem Definition

In this work we analysed previous works on Captcha and found that so far many types of text based Captchas have been proposed and developed. All of them tried to make the test easier for human user and difficult enough for computer programs and bots. In their efforts to make a hard Captcha many schemes used background confusion, blurring and tilting of texts which may lead to hard enough for human user to pass the test. More background confusion and tilting and twisting of test may cause recognition problem for human user also. Image based and group based Captcha tests need large data base and may face usability problem. So the scheme should be simple and secured enough to avoid abuses from bots.

Our Objective for Proposed Scheme

1. To develop a robust text based Captcha following the secure Captcha design principles with random character set made of alphabets (upper and lower case) and numbers.
2. To improve security and hardness length and font size of generated text is randomized every time.
3. Associate a random question to new generated Captcha to improve usability and user response time.

Two Stages for proposed Captcha technique

Captcha Generation: In this stage an alphanumeric code is generated using rand () function to randomize the combination of alphabets (upper or lower case) and numbers. The font size and length of generated code is again randomized to improve the robustness of the Captcha code. After this code is converted into image with little background confusion and set on the user interface for the test.

Query Association: After Captcha generation, a random query from a set of quires is associated with the Captcha code to improve the response time of user as user need not type the entire code. It also improves the usability and can avoid many attacks like Brute force attack which tries to randomly guess the correct answer. In this proposed work adding query to Captcha code is an important task. Type of query to be associated with code is also very important. Query must be something which is easy to understand and easy to response for user to improve the usability of this scheme.

Algorithm of proposed Captcha Scheme

1. Create random alphanumeric code
   1.1. Vary the generated alphanumeric code by random length and font size.
2. Create Image with little background confusion
3. Randomly select a query related to that code.
4. Keeping the combination of generated code and query in session.
5. Set the CAPTCHA combination of generated code and query on user interface (login page).

6. Ask user to provide proper input.

7. Compare the input provided by user and session value.

   7.1. If inputs provided by user and session value are same with correctness then user is allowed to access service page.

   7.2. If inputs provided by user and session value are not same then user is asked to provide proper inputs again.

**Implementation and Experiments**

**About Visual Studio 2010 and functions used**

The above proposed scheme was implemented with the help of visual studio 2010. Visual Studio 2010 allows to design and develop windows and web based applications with language support like Visual Basic, Visual C# and visual C++ etc. In this work C# language was used to make active server pages for a web site to implement proposed scheme.

**Random. Next int(int n, int m)** - In this thesis work this function performs randomization of font size and queries. Parameters specified n for minimum value and m for maximum value.

**Random. Next (int m)** - In this thesis work this function performs randomization of characters. Parameters specified m for maximum value.

**Graphics. Clear (color color)** - This function clears entire drawing surface and fills with specified background colour.

**Graphics. DrawString (string s, font font, brush brush, Rectangle layout)** – This function draws specified text string in specified rectangle with specified font and brush objects.

The above functions and some more functions were used to implement the proposed Captcha scheme.
Analysis of effect of age groups and response time of users

This thesis work conducted an experiment to study the effect of age groups and response time of users on Captcha schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Response time (in sec.)</th>
<th>Input/solving time (in sec)</th>
<th>Experience of use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User-1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Based on our experiment we found that a good experience of using the proposed Captcha for every age group which ensures better usability. We also found that the average response time (3.14) and input/solving time (6.25) have been improved. It may be acceptable according to Bursztein’s recommendations [2] that the optimal recognition time for text-based Captchas is under 9 seconds.

Result and Discussion

![Snapshot before user logged in](image-url)

Figure 4: Snapshot when user logging in

Snapshot of proposed scheme were shown above in which it can be observed that here user needs to provide input according to query associated with the test. It saves time for user as it only provides few from entire code. Here type of query associated to Captcha code is important and choosing query for query set should be done carefully. If query like “type how many numeric character? ”,” Type how many alphabets in the code?” are to be associated test may suffer with brute force or random guess attack. So we need to avoid query like this in which answer is single character or number. We must consider queries whose answers will be easier for human user but difficult for bot programs.

Conclusion

In this article we studied different recently and frequently used Captcha. According problem statement a robust Captcha should not be only difficult to solve by computer programs, it should also be user friendly. Currently proposed scheme is designed in asp.net under visual studio platform with C# which is easy to implement. We kept the solving process simple so that human user can solve the test easily; they need to provide input according to associated query not entire Captcha character set. Users require little time to provide input with accuracy. We considered principle design features to provide better security and construct a generic text based Captcha. To avoid several attacks like dictionary attack, segmentation attack and brute force attack (random guess attack) we have varied some considerable features and used different queries with randomness. It results improved usability, solving time and robustness of text based Captcha. Using larger query set and choosing different kind of quires may improve the robustness of this type of Captcha scheme in future.
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